Solution structure of the 3'-end of brome mosaic virus genomic RNAs. Conformational mimicry with canonical tRNAs.
The conformation of the last 201 nucleotides located at the 3'-end of brome mosaic virus (BMV) RNAs was investigated in solution using different chemical and enzymatic probes. Bases were probed with dimethylsulfate (which methylates N-1 positions of A, N-3 positions of C and N-7 positions of G), a carbodiimide (which modifies N-1 positions of G and N-3 positions of U) and diethylpyrocarbonate (which modifies N-7 positions of A). Ribonucleases T1, U2 and S1 were used to map unpaired nucleotides and ribonuclease V1 to monitor paired bases or stacked nucleotides. Cleavage or modification sites were detected by gel electrophoresis either indirectly by analyzing DNA sequence patterns generated by primer extension with reverse transcriptase of the modified RNAs or by direct identification within the statistical cleavage patterns of the RNA. On the basis of these biochemical results, an atomic model was built by computer modeling and its stereochemistry refined. The deduced secondary structure of the RNA confirms data previously proposed by others but contains additional base-pairs (A27-U32, A28-G31, G41-A134, G64-C68, U80-A99, G81-A98, G88-U91, G100-U126, U104-U125, G162-G166 and A172-A191), one new tertiary long-range interaction (U103-U164) and a small triple helical conformation with (G41-A134)-A18 and (C42-G133)-A17 interactions. The new secondary structure also indicates the existence of a second pseudoknot involving pairing between residues A181 to A184 and residues U197 to U194, outside the domain conferring tyrosylation ability to BMV RNA. The main outcome from the model stems from its intricate folding, which allows a new assignment for the domains mimicking the anticodon- and D-loop regions of tRNA. Interestingly, the stem and loop region found structurally to be analogous to the anticodon arm of tRNA(Tyr) does not contain the tyrosine anticodon involved in the aminoacylation process. The structural analogies with canonical tRNA(Tyr) illustrate the functional mimicry existing between the BMV RNA structure and canonical tRNA(Tyr) that allows for their efficient aminoacylation by tyrosyl-tRNA synthetase. This structural model rationalizes mutagenic and footprinting data that have established the importance of specific regions of the viral RNA for recognition by its replicase, (ATP,CTP):tRNA nucleotidyl-transferase and yeast tyrosyl-tRNA synthetase. The new fold has biological implications that can be used as a predictive tool for elaborating new experiments.